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Abstract - As of late, there has been a blast of enthusiasm

for mining time series databases. Similarly as with most
software engineering issues, portrayal of the information is
the way to productive and viable arrangements. A standout
amongst the most usually utilized portrayal is piecewise direct
estimate. This depiction has been used by various investigators
to help bunching, arrangement, ordering and information
sharing methodology of time arrangement information. An
assortment of calculations have been proposed to get this
portrayal, with a few calculations having been freely
rediscovered a few times. In this venture, we attempt the
primary broad audit and experimental examination of all
proposed methods. We demonstrate that every one of these
calculations have lethal defects from an information sharing
point of view. We present a novel calculation that we
experimentally show to be better than all others in the writing.
Key Words: insertion, deletion, splitting, concatenation,
GridFTP, security

1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we deal with efficient load balancing between
the different resource nodes that process the client tasks, in
a secure way as well as the elimination of possible single
point of failure in a semi centralized load balancing
architecture. To ensure that the two fundamentals i.e. coordination(the right things) and synchronization(the ideal
time) of the processes will be executed we use
synchronization algorithms. With such synchronization
algorithms security will be provided to the data while
transmission. This leads to less time consumption as the
tasks are been executed concurrently.
Our System is a mixture of distribution model for P2P
network. Data Sharing System, which has attracted the
largest number of users, is the main application scheme for
P2P file sharing. In broadcasting network, a single file is
shared by numerous clients. The global data(files) to be
transmitted is divided into Chunks(i.e. breaking the files into
pieces) using chunking mechanism. The chunks can be of
fixed size or variable size. All the parts connects to a central
node called tracker to get a list of parts. Once all the
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distributed pieces are obtained at single location then whole
data is successfully broadcasted to destination path.

1.1: MOTIVATION
Privacy is most important factor which is supposed to be
obtained nowadays . Also what we would like to provide is
global data sharing scheme in distributed network with an
efficient increase in data transfer. Security can be provided
during the transmission phase instead of being processed
after the data transfer is completed. Accuracy of the data
being inserted or deleted can be obtained using security
algorithm. Synchronization of hardware with software being
another aspect can be obtained.

2. RELATED WORK
The Source Resource Broker (SRB) [4] is a middle ware
framework that gives a uniform, UNIX-style record I/O
interface for getting to heterogeneous capacity assets
circulated over wide zone systems. Utilizing its Metadata
Catalog (MCAT), SRB gives accumulation construct access to
information based with respect to abnormal state traits as
opposed to on physical filenames. SRB additionally bolsters
programmed replication of records on capacity frameworks
controlled by SRB. Rather than the layered Globus
architecture with coordinate client and application control
over replication, SRB utilizes an incorporated design, with all
entrance of information by means of the SRB interface and
MCAT and with SRB control over replication and copy
choice.The Active Data Repository [6] and Data Cutter
systems support examination of sweeping informational
indexes, besides, could be utilized to accomplish elite
operations. Antonio Carzaniga et al [3] utilized customary
communicate convention joined with a particular substance
based convention and utilized a push pull system for the
spread of routing data, evaluated the tradition transport
messages to focuses, avoid superfluous message
advancement and make a sensible and stable measure of
control traffic Hiroyuki Ohsaki and Makoto Imase [12]
discussed that GridFTP is a data transfer protocol in grid
computing which is widely used for transferring a large
volume of data efficiently. Wen-Zhan Song and Xiang-Yang Li
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[13] proposed an innovative peer-to-peer system
architecture called CBR Brain to implement the content
based routing services over the backbone routers rather
than of at the terminal hosts to improve the efficiency and
security.
The author Nader Mohameda et al [14] used Java Object
Router (JOR), it is an application level router that dispenses
with the limitation of content based routers utilize XML
extensible content based object router that goes beyond
message to routing entire java objects. Additionally XML
limits the protest sent to 3 sorts of data, document and
messages. Geoff Coulson et al [15] gives Grid kit approach
which integrates middleware and overlay network
functionality and eliminating exiting grid middleware is
poorly equipped to support next generation grid
applications Piotr Grzybowski’s [16] Data Management
System (DMS) main task is to store and manage
computational data. Sasu Tarkoma inspected the cost of
distributer and supporter mobility utilizing 3 mobility
mechanisms and topologies such as generic mobility
support, acyclic graphs and rendezvous based topologies. He
also discussed the impact of completeness and
incompleteness of the distributor and supporter topology on
the cost of mobility and distinguished nonexclusive
mechanism has a high cost for mobility, and the other two
are considerably at lower cost [17].
In a previous work [19] Stefano Castelli, Paolo Costa
observed that it is able to tolerate high churn with low
overhead by evaluating the author proposed HYPERCBR
approach in two applicable CBR contents , for example,
content based quests in P2P networks and content based
distribute and subscribe. Roberto Baldoni et al [20] explored
a new approach to content based routing in mobile Ad Hoc
Networks. In it messages are broadcast efficiently to all
neighboring nodes and differs the nodes in their choice to
forward the message in view of an estimation of their
distance from potential subscriber of the message. The
simulation demonstrates that the messages can be conveyed
with high likelihood to the the interested subscribers at a
low cost. Phillip M. Dickens, and Illino [21] discussed about a
high performance file transfer mechanism for grid
registering to accomplish incredible execution in a
computational network and he utilized the idea of
Lightweight Object-Based (LOB) file transfer System. He
demonstrated that it can accomplish information exchange
rates of 35 MB per second on one set of endpoints connected
by the Abilene backbone network. Hari Subramonietal [24]
designed a Advanced Data Transfer Service (ADTS), to
provide the low-level InfiniBand which supports to the
Globus X10 layer, and introduced the concept of I/O
arranging in Globus X10 ADTS driver (composed in light of
TCP/IP, UDP) to accomplish efficient disk based data
transfer in both LAN and WAN. Wantao Liu et al [25]
framework design were meet the data transfer requirements
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to move large number of relatively small files reliably and
rapidly to remote locations and building on GridFTP the
system utilizes combination of automatic concurrency
adaptation and restart mechanisms to move large volumes of
data with high performance. Likewise his planning policies
support the specification of dependencies between transfers
and multiple network paths. Their outcomes demonstrate
data transfer system can essentially enhance data transfer
execution and can recover well failures.
The request manager depends specifically on two parts of
the Globus Toolkit the replica inventory for copy area and
GridFTP for secure, productive transfer. What's more, it
utilizes Message Digest(MDS)- 2 for access to Network
Weather Service (NWS) , and Grid Security Infrastructure for
authentication. This employments of Globus Toolkit
components are consistent with proposals for an data grid
architecture [7, 8] which includes four levels: texture,
connectivity, resource and collective At the lowest fabric
level of the architecture is the basic components that make
up the Grid, including storage systems, networks and
computational systems. Moreover, it incorporates two
catalogs: a metadata index and replica catalogs are the place
enlisted replica catalog's data is stored. At the connectivity
layer there are different standard protocols for
communication and security. At the resource level there are
services associated with managing individual resources
GridFTP is placed here, which is used for the MDS
information service and the Grid Resource Allocation.
Management (GRAM) protocol is used for resource
management.
Finally, at the collective layer there is higher level services
that manages multiple underlying resources, involves
services given by the request manager such as reliable file
exchange, replica selection and information services that
provide resource discovery or performance.

Fig -1: Normal Way-Data Transfer System
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2.1 CONCEPT OF DATA TRANSFER
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